
THE BATTLE FOR THE DIGITAL FRONT DOOR IS HERE – ARE YOU READY?

Tech giants, industry behemoths, and niche providers seek to disintermediate legacy organizations by 
offering more convenient and frictionless access to healthcare services. Amazon Care, Walmart Health 
and CVS/Aetna Health Hub are only a few examples of organizations seeking to capture the patient 
relationship. Meanwhile competition among health systems continues to increase. Having an effective “front 
door” to healthcare maximizes ability to capture more patients and positively influence their choices on 
medical service decisions, building market share while reducing the organization’s risk of becoming a less-
competitive cost center.   

Health systems need a meaningful front door that also goes somewhere. Healthfully’s platform provides the 
right Digital Front Door that engages patients throughout their journey, from the point of first contact to all 
health services across various care settings and channels to ongoing wellness support.

FIND OUT MORE OR BOOK A DEMO AT WWW.HEALTHFULLY.IO

A SOLUTION YOU CAN  
CALL YOUR OWN

Most enterprises want a digital consumer health 
solution they can call their own. They seek a direct 
relationship with consumers, using a differentiated, 
white labeled solution that comprehensively supports 
their services, integrations, and workflows. Healthfully 
meets these needs by powering our customers’ 
branded digital consumer health services, while 
integrating with the broader consumer health network. 

At the core of the Healthfully platform is integration –  
achieved through an enterprise integration engine.  
Our team of Healthfully experts has experience that 
spans hundreds of EHR, HIE, HIS and EMR integrations.

A UNIFYING EXPERIENCE  
FOR EVERYONE

Health systems in general have many disparate care 
settings and many disparate apps and portals that 
are often confusing and frustrating for consumers, 
caregivers, and staff. Many have implemented 
branding and customer service initiatives at 
“every major touchpoint of the patient journey.”  
However, these initiatives can fall short if patients 
encounter cascading issues, handoffs, and friction 
at subsequent points of their journey. Healthfully 
provides a Digital Front Door that people will use 
and that offers a seamless, unifying consumer 
experience across all digital and physical channels 
and services.

THE HEALTHFULLYTM PLATFORM
The Right Digital Front Door for Healthcare Enterprises

http://WWW.HEALTHFULLY.IO


A SOLUTION BUILT FOR CONSUMERS
Rather than trying to extend existing clinical systems to provide consumer-friendly functionality, health 
systems are realizing that it’s much more effective and affordable to start with an innovative consumer 
platform and integrate it into their clinical and administrative systems. This creates a consistent enterprise-
wide user experience desired by consumers across the entire system. Healthfully provides an innovative 
consumer digital experience that consumers expect, while integrating with clinical, payment and 
administrative systems. 

BE MORE COMPETITIVE AND CRYSTALIZE NEW REVENUE STREAMS
In general, it is difficult for health systems to differentiate from each other based on price or quality.  
The overall patient experience with health systems is relatively poor, providing ample opportunity for 
differentiation. More specifically, many consumers invest their loyalty based on experience. Additionally, 
some convenient experiences can only be addressed through digital solutions. Healthfully also has the added 
benefit of generating new revenue streams, additional digital access points, all at a lower cost of care.

THE HEALTHFULLY PLATFORM
Healthfully provides enterprises a white labeled, unified consumer experience across all channels and care 
settings. Our comprehensive platform simplifies the healthcare experience for everyone so people get the 
care they need, the support they want, and the inspiration to achieve better health. The many benefits 
include: 

• Establishes a single brand-
experience from a single 
App across the inpatient and 
outpatient care continuum.

• Creates a digital front door 
to comprehensive health 
services.

• Curates service destinations, 
influencing downstream 
decisions and referrals.

• Provides the convenient 
online health experiences 
that consumers and 
caregivers expect.

• Captures the patient data 
required to perform Value-
Based Care and Population 
Health Management.

• Integrates with your existing 
EHR, PMS and HIS systems. 
We have over 20 years of 
experience in healthcare 
system integration for large 
enterprises.
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